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Welcome to our 2022 catalogue. 

Well 2021 was unfortunately very similar to 2020 in that there were little-to-no shows 
as people continued to hunker down to safely ride out the Covid 19 storm. Thankfully 

we seem to be coming out the other side of it, and with plenty of local and international 
shows on the horizon it feels like we’re nearly getting back to ‘how things should be’. 

While we thoroughly enjoyed all the support we had for our virtual show over the last 2 
years - it was a lot of work and nowhere near as much fun as real-life showing! 

 
 

Our 2022 catalogue has  a number of new introductions from both Brian and Nial’s 
breeding, as well as a John Hunter variety - any or all of which will add interest and 

points for your show bench entries. 
We are starting to see some of our own seedlings coming through and hope that you’ll 

be able to see them at some ‘in-the-flesh’ shows this year. 
 
 

Dave and Jules Hardy 
 
 

We are really happy to announce that due to the relaxing of Covid restrictions we are, 
once again, able to welcome visitors to our farm.  
(Through prior arrangement only– contact us for details) 

 
 

All our bulbs can come supplied with a Phyto-sanitary certificate issued by DAERA, if required. 
 

Our European Community Quality Plant Passport Number is UK/NI 8401. 
Despatch of bulbs is September/October, in strict chronological order of paid receipt, 

unless you specifically request otherwise. 
 

If you require any further information or assistance; or indeed have any suggestions or  
requests, feel free to contact us using email, telephone or via messenger on our Facebook page. 

 
 

Each daffodil name is followed by a letter to indicate the approximate time of flowering.  
VE = very early; E = early; M = mid-season; L = late; VL = very late AF = Autumn Flowering.  

The breeder’s name is shown in brackets, followed by the parentage and original seedling number.  
All our varieties have been registered with The Royal Horticultural Society and the classification and  

colour code is shown in the left margin. For full RHS Classification details see our website.  
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2022 Introductions 

 

11aW-R BOBBY DAZZLER ,  E-M (B.S. Duncan) Magican x Diversity [3706] (98mm) 
 Forming a stunning double triangle, this beautiful introduction from Brian stands out in the field. The 
 split corona is a vivid pink/red that shines from the show bench. Brian said that it is ‘the brightest 
 pink and best split I have raised’. 
  (photo front cover) (photo p3)       Each £35.00 
 
1Y-O  BUISINE, M (B.S. Duncan)  Disquiet x (Hero x [Barnum x Kingsgrove]) [4049] (115mm)   
 Named for the medieval French horn as the corona is long and slender.  Seedling notes describe its 
 strong colour and slender lobed and serrated brim.  (photo p3)   Each £25.00 
 
7Y-R  BURDEOS,  M (B.S. Duncan)  Surrey x N. fernandesii var. cordubensis [2880] (70mm) 
 Usually 1 flower per stem, this highly scented  flower lasts for weeks in the field. The deep orange-
 red corona  seems sunproof here in Northern Ireland. In recent years it has performed well on the 
 show bench here in Northern Ireland. (photo p3)     Each £15.00 
 
3W-GYY  GREEN TOPAZ, M (John A. Hunter, NZ) Topaz Dawn x Spring Lustre [83/97A] (95mm)  
 The vivid dark green eye of this New Zealand beauty definitely is a talking point when this flower is 
 on the show bench.  This flower has already achieved a preliminary commendation from the RHS 
 and we envisage it achieving so much more. (photo p3)    Each £30.00 
 
3Y-GYY HOPE SPRINGS,  M (B.S. Duncan) Moon Shadow x Lemma [3743] (120mm)     
 A very large flower that stands up well on a a strong stem. The flowers are very consistent , smooth 
 and the perianth segments are broad. The corona is slightly stronger in colour than the perianth 
 with a green eye at the base.  (photo p3)      Each £30.00 
 
1W-W ICE STORM, M (N. Watson).  Mourneview x White Star [W160] (105mm) 
 A very white triangular shaped perianth with a long cylindrical corona with a slightly flared mouth.  
     (photo p3)        Each £35.00 
 
2W-P  LAURA LOUISE, M (B.S. Duncan) Happy Dreams x Amazing Grace [3631] (102mm)  
 Lovely broad perianth segments that are smooth and of good substance. The corona is deep coral 
 pink in colour.   (photo p3)        Each £20.00 
 
2Y-Y  MULLAGHMORE, M-L (B.S. Duncan) Gold Ingot x Impeccable [3408] (120mm)   
 This flower shows the best characteristics of each of its parents. Hard to fault with each flower very 
 consistent. Sightly later than mid-season flower, very large, smooth, deep yellow trumpet. Well 
 poised on a strong stem.   (photo p3)      Each £25.00 
 
2Y-O  TROPICOSS,  M (B.S. Duncan) Tropical Heat x Causeway Sunset [3913] (108mm)   
 A  flower with mid-yellow smooth shouldered ovate petals are of heavy substance. The cup is bright 
 orange becoming a deeper reddish orange at the rim.  (photo p3)  Each £20.00 
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2021 Introductions 
 11aW-W CUT CRYSTAL ,  M-L (Nial Watson) Silver Crystal x Diversity [W788]  
 A large flower with beautiful true-white inner segments. This shows great advancement in the 
 breeding of the split corona class, and has had everyone salivating at the show bench. We are       
 delighted to at-long-last introduce this highly sought-after stunning show flower.  
    Awarded RHS Ralph B White in 2014,    Withdrawn for increase 
 
2Y-YYR FINEST CUT, M (B.S. Duncan)  Boulder Bay x Pacific Rim. [3651]. (112mm) 
 The sharply-defined red rim of this flower almost defies belief and with its deep, golden, smooth 
 perianth of excellent show form and texture it is sure to be a show bench stalwart of the future.  
  In winning Engleheart ‘17. In winning Devonshire  Best seedling RHS ‘19     
         (photo p6)     Each £35.00 
 
3WWY-YYO HOT CIRCLE, M (B.S. Duncan) Glen Lake x Cisticola [3801]. (111mm) 
 The exhibition qualities of both parents are well known and this flower combines the lusty vigour 
 and size of Glen Lake with the stylish refined form of Cisticola. It is a large imposing flower of great 
 width, quality and substance.   (photo p6)  
               Each £20.00  
 
6Y-P  LITTLE POUT,  M (B.S. Duncan) Seedling 2227 x Spring Sunset [3893].      
 A really pretty, perky and petite little character, best appreciated at close quarters. The mellow-
 yellow reflexed petals glisten as though coated with diamond dust. A lovely, correctly-proportioned 
 addition to any small garden, rockery or pot.    
    Best in show Ballymena ‘18 (photo p6)     Each £25.00  
 
2Y-R  RED REBELLION, M (B.S. Duncan).Leaf Peeper x Tropical Heat [3508]. (103mm) 
 A wonderfully bright and perfect amalgam of it’s parents, showing ideal exhibition form the colour 
 depth in the perianth is of lovely smooth texture and seldom shows nicks. The deep red goblet cup 
 lights up the centre of the flower which is well-poised on nicely proportioned, tall stems. 
         (photo p6)     Each £18.00  
 
5W-W SAM AND HAZEL, M (B.S. Duncan) Narrative x Little Bell [3889]. (65mm) 
 It is a pleasure to offer this exemplary Div 5 to our catalogue, with up to 3 well-poised flowers 
 exhibiting broad, sparkling-white petals and a neat, short cup. It was named by Fermanagh  
 Gardening Society in recognition and thanks for many years service from Sam and Hazel Robinson. 
         (photo p6)     Each £15.00  
 
1Y-Y  SPRING EQUINOX, VE (B.S. Duncan) Ethos x Impeccable [3546]. (110mm) 
 Yet another quality flower with Ethos in it’s background and it is undoubtedly one of our earliest, 
 smoothest and consistent yellow trumpet introductions, so great for the early show bench.  
   In winning Engleheart ‘16  (photo p6)        
               Each £30.00  
   
2W-O WOPOLLO, E-M (B.S. Duncan) Red Reed x Lutana [3310]. (102mm) 
 Introducing the slightly bigger sister to our 2020 introduction Woround. She really catches the eye 
 both in the field and on the show bench. We’re happy to say she is sunproof as well. 
         (photo p6)     Each £18.00  
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 Miniatures 
1W-W CAMBORNE, E (A Gray)  (42mm)  
 A long lemon coloured trumpet that as it matures fades to white.     3 for £5.00 
 

1W-W CANDLEPOWER, E/M (A Gray)  (39mm)  
 With pale yellow-green, star-shaped flowers becoming white, with mouth deeply 6-lobed and a little  flared.
 (photo p7)             Each £5.00 
   
7Y-O  CHAPPIE, M (Roberta C. Watrous)  Ruby x N. assoanus (40mm)  
 A deep orange cup with a neat round perianth.   (photo p1)     3 for £5.00 
 
8W-O  CREVETTE, M (John W Blanchard)  Mahmoud x N. dubius [61/44A] (35mm)  
 A lovely orange cup with a crisp white perianth. Usually 2 flowers per stem.  (photo p1) 3 for £10.00 
 
7 W-Y           DESERT BELLS,L, (G Mitsch, USA) [II134/1] (43mm) 
           Fls 2-3 per stem, perianth segments opening yellow, becoming almost white, spreading or  
 slightly reflexed. (photo p1)          Each £3.00 
  
7W/Y-Y  EDGEDIN GOLD, L (S Vinisky, USA) [V89-21-10] (30mm)        
 With up to 6 star-shaped, milk white flowers per stem, the vivid yellow in a broad band at the margin, 
 this flower will definitely  win gold. Scented.   (photo p7)     3 for £4.00 
 
11aY-O  ITSY BITSY SPLITSY, E (H. Koopowitz). Equation x N. fernandesii [99-84-1] (47mm)  
 ADS Innovator’s Award and the RHS Ralph B. White Award 2010. (photo p7)  Each £8.00 
 
7Y-Y   LITTLE SENTRY, M, (A Gray, UK) [V13/34] (32mm)  
 Rounded, perianth segments opening vivid yellow soon becoming light greenish yellow. Corona vivid  yellow, 
 minutely touched with a darker tone at rim.   (photo p7)     Each £4.00 
 
10Y-Y   MARY POPPINS, E/M, (W Blom, USA) (41mm)  
 Prolific variety forms nice clumps of creamy yellow, providing drifts of abundant soft colour for weeks. 
 Has, grass-like foliage.            3 for £4.00 
 
6Y-Y  MITE, VE, (Sir J.A.R. Gore-Booth) (57mm)  
 Perianth segments strongly reflexed, overlapping at base only and long slightly flared corona.  First 
 bloomed in 1935. (photo p7)          Each £3.00 
 
7Y-Y   PEQUENITA, VE (John Blanchard) N.atlanticus x N. cuatrecasasii [56/7C]     
 A primrose yellow flower. The perianth is of strong substance and good overlap.     
      (photo p7)        Each £3.00 
 
6W-W SNIPE, E-M (A. Wilson) W.P. Milner x N. cyclamineus 
 A classic white cyclamineus with a green tinge. Long narrow trumpet and the perianth is well reflexed.  
    (photo p7)          Each £3.00 
 

7Y-YYR STAFFORD, M-L (A. Gray) N.rupicola x N.poeticus) 
 Bright little flower with its Perianth on the lighter side of yellow with a darker corona and a light orange 
 rim. Resembles an earlier-flowered ‘Bobbysoxer’.   (photo p7)    Each £3.00 
 

7G-G  VERDANT SPARKS, AF (H. Koopowitz,USA) N. jonquilla x N. viridiflorus [00-008/1] (27mm)  
 A lovely clumping miniature that looks just like its parents, opening a deep green maturing to a green 
 with a yellowish cast. Strongly scented.      Autumn flowering.  (photo p7)  Each £20.00 
 

5Y-YYW  WOODSTAR, L (Grant E. Mitsch) N. triandrus var. triandrus x N. jonquilla [E42/1] (44mm)   
 5 or 6 flowers per stem. The reflexed perianths are soft yellow and the smooth cup-shaped coronas mature 
 to creamy white.         (photo p1)   3 for £5.00 
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 Intermediates 
  

4W-W  ANN SONIA, VL. (F. A. L. Harrison) Probably Delphin Hill op. (75mm) 
 One of Frank’s 4W-W from poeticus origins. It is a beautiful poeticus white and much rounder and more 
 doubled than many from the same origin. Although very late for exhibition this lovely scented flower can 
 extend the daffodil season and as we believe that it is fertile (diploid?)    Each £8.00 
 
3Y-O   ANNA PANNA, E-M (N. A. C. Watson) Moon Tide x Achduart [W.167] (69mm)  
 It has great substance and pose. First RHS Show 2011, 2012.  (photo p9)    Each £12.00 
 
2W-P   BROOKE AGER, L (S. DuBose, USA). Pink Ice x (Coral Light x My Word) [N16-18] (74mm) 
 A very useful plant for breeding colourful intermediates and maybe miniatures.  
 First London 2004, 2006.  (photo p9)         Each £4.00 
  
3Y-YYR  CAUSEWAY JULIE, M.(Derrick Turbitt). D1714 × Garden News. [DT 0617] (76mm) 
 This is a consistent flower and typical of the excellent plants from the Causeway "stable".    
              (photo p9)        Limited stock Each £15.00 
  
3W-P   CERISITA, M-L. (B. S. Duncan).D1560 x D1583 [D 2739] (79mm)   
 A most striking intermediate. The cup has a deep salmon pink colour to it. Consistent show success over 
 the  last number of years.      (photo p9)     Limited Stock Each £15.00 
  
3W-GGW  FAIRY FOOTSTEPS, VL (Ballydorn). x Silver Spell  (68mm) 
 Pure white and a deep emerald green coming two-thirds up the small cup to leave a white edge zone. 
               Each £4.00 
 
11aW-YWW FREEDOM STARS, L (Janis Ruksans, Latvia). April Tears x Canasta [85-22-5] (60mm) 
 A beautiful flower resembling a white Tripartite. (photo p9)     Each £4.00  
   
3Y-GYR  LAUREN, L (B.S. Duncan).  [D 1871].   (75mm)  
 A wonderfully bright and happy little red rimmed gem. (photo p9)    3 for £10.00 
  
4Y-O   LITTLE ALICE, E (N. A. C. Watson). Unknown double x Crackington. [W340] (64mm)  
  This delightful little flower is similar to “Crackington” but with fuller form and deeper colour.    
  (photo p9)            Each £6.00 
  
4W-YPP  PANTALOON, M. (N.A.C. Watson). Parentage unknown [W 490]. (76mm) 
 Broad, pure white perianth segments and beautifully coloured petaloids.    Each £12.00 
 
2Y-GYP  PROBLEM CHILD, L (B. S. Duncan). Quickstep O.P. x Fragrant Rose [2631]. (77mm)  
 Smooth and with good substance. First RHS Late Show 2012. (photo p9)   Each £4.00 
  
2W-YWP  RIMSKI, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Stainless x Foundling [D 369].  (71mm) 
 The flower is perfectly formed with a lovely white perianth to set off a cup with its 5mm band of an unusual 
 pure powder pink at the rim.   (photo p9)        Each £4.00  
  
4W-P   RUNKERRY, M (B. S. Duncan) Gresham x Dorchester [2404]. (75mm)  
 A beautifully formed and coloured intermediate double, with deep reddish coronal parts.    
               (photo p9)          Each £5.00  
  
2W-GYP   SIGNORINA,  M-L (B.S. Duncan) Fellowship x High Society [D1162] (63 mm)  
 Perianth segments very broad, pure white. Cup is funnel-shaped, chrome yellow, with emerald green at 
 base and a broad band of deep raspberry pink at rim, mouth straight, frilled.   Each £4.00 
 
2YYW-YPP  SOLERA, M (B. S. Duncan). Brindle Pink x American Heritage [2586] (78mm) 
 A beautiful, stylish and smooth little flower.  (photo p9)      3 for £7.50   
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2W-P   URCHIN, L (B.S. Duncan). Roseworthy x Foundling. [D448] (65mm) 
 This is a very attractive and prolific plant with a bright bronze-pink corona.     Each £4.00  
 
2O-O   WARM DAY, M (Kate Reade). Stylish x Rory’s Glen. [1/6/86].  (75mm) 
 This is a small orange flower that opens a yellow orange deepening with age to a reddish orange.   
   (photo p11)           Each £4.00  
 
11aY-YYO WEE CRACKER, M (Nial Watson) Angelito x Pamplona [W789] (76mm)  
 The perianth is roundish in outline, vivid yellow with  margins incurved; split almost to base, each closely 
 overlying a perianth segment, vivid yellow, with a broad band of strong orange at rim, frilled.  
   (photo p11)           Each £15.00 

Wee Cracker Warm Day 
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 Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils 

Trumpet Daffodils one flower to a stem; corona (trumpet) as long as, or longer than the perianth (petals). 
Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils - Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow or White Y-Y; Y-W. 

 
 1Y-Y   CAUSEWAY SUNSHINE, M (T. D. Turbitt). Cophetua x Golden Joy [9403]. (115mm) 

 Sightly later than mid-season flower, large, smooth, consistent deep yellow trumpet.     

    (photo p13)          Each £4.00  

 

1Y-Y   DISQUIET, L (D. Jackson, Aus.). Scipio x Odin [254/87] (102mm) 

 A flower with overlapping very broad, spade-shaped perianth segments which are a vivid yellow.  

               Each £5.00 

 

1Y-Y   GATECRASHER, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Francolin x Barnum [2186] (110mm) 
 This is a yellow  trumpet with a difference. A deep golden yellow throughout the flowers, great substance and 
 quality.   (photo p13)          Each £4.00  
  
1Y-Y   GOLD PIPE, E-M (BS Duncan) Tyrone Gold x Impeccable [2538] (84mm)   

A strong yellow flower with evenly spaced and overlapping petals and a smooth straight cup.   
    (photo p13)          Each £5.00 
  
1Y-Y   GOLDEN PEAK, E (B. S. Duncan). Tyrone Gold x Impeccable. [2703] (105mm)  
 A perfect deep gold, standing tall above the foliage gives this flower a majestic look. The back ‘ace of  spades’ 
 perianth segments overlap and the inners almost touch. (photo p13)    Each £6.00 
  
1YYW-WWY LEMON COCKTAIL, E-M (Nial Watson) Daydream x Goldfinger [W183] (98mm)  
 This reverse bi-colour is very long lasting. It opens as a lemon yellow 1Y-Y but as it matures it slowly  
 reverses to give a beautiful 1Y-W.  (photo p13)       Each £5.00  
  
1YYW-W  LYME BAY, M (J. W. Blanchard). Halstock x Gin and Lime [89/17A] (100mm)  
 The cylindrical corona opens the same as the perianth and matures to white. The flower has good form and 
 great substance.  (photo p13)          Each £5.00 
  
1Y-Y   MUIRANNA, M. (N A C Watson). Gold Convention x Goldfinger [W 153]. (113mm) 
 A large vivid yellow flower that is very smooth and has great substance. The poise is  
 excellent and the broad perianth segments are slightly lighter than the corona.   Each £7.00 
 
1Y-Y  NANNY ANNE, E-M. (B. S. Duncan).Tyrone Gold x Impeccable [D 2707]. (118mm) 

A very large smooth flower of heavy substance. Deep golden yellow perianth. Well poised on a strong stem. 

Best bloom in show at Belfast Spring Daffodil Show 2015  (photo p13)   Each £12.00 

 
1Y-Y   REGAL GLOW, E. (N.A.C. Watson). Gold Convention x Roi d’Or. [W 334]. (112mm) 
 The perianth is broad and smooth and the corona has an elegant roll at the rim.  
 Best Seedling RHS Early Show 2015.          Each £12.00 
 
1Y-Y   TEMBA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Sperrin Gold x Ethos [1957]. (116mm) 
 A very large and  exceptional deep golden yellow trumpet of immaculate quality and style.  
               Each £5.00 
 
1YYW-WWY TRUMPET SONG, M (B. S. Duncan) Trumpet Warrior x Gin and Lime [3863] (110mm) 
 Beautifully consistent form, combined with the excellent contrast of the lemon-yellow perianth  with the 
 pure white, mildly-flared trumpet with a slight lemon ruffle at the rim, makes this a stand-out reverse bi-colour 
 flower. In winning Devonshire Trophy in 2015.   (photo p13)     Each £25.00 
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Gold Pipe Gatecrasher Golden Peak 

Lemon Cocktail Bronzewing Lyme Bay 

Causeway Sunshine Nanny Anne Trumpet Song 
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Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils - Yellow Perianth, Corona Orange or Pink. Y-O/R; Y-P. 

  
1Y/W-P  BRONZEWING, L (B. S. Duncan). Azocor x Filoli [D 2100]. (110mm)  
 Best Div.1 Coleraine 2012; First Belfast 2011.  (photo p13)     Each £4.00 
   
1Y-O   LONGITUDE, L (B. S. Duncan) (Midas Touch x Barnsdale Wood) x Oregon Trail [2199].  
 With a good background of deep red colour, this flower has a lovely, very long and slender  
 trumpet with a neatly flared mouth. Sun resistant.       Each £4.00 
 
1Y-P   PINCAMBO, E (B. S. Duncan). Filoli x Lorikeet [2078]. (108mm)  

 It has broad, slightly pointed mid-yellow smooth broadly ovate perianth segments of great substance.  

               Each £5.00 

 

1Y-O   RED REED, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Tarry OWYZ x Aunt Betty [1883]. (100mm) 

 The sunproof  bright orange red, cylindrical, slightly expanded and very long trumpet makes this a breeder’s 

 dream.              Each £4.00 

 

1Y-R   WILD ROVER, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Tyree x Nederburg [2866]. (102mm)  

 Beautifully formed and probably one of the brightest and best red trumpet bred by Brian to date.  

 Pictured in the 2008-09 RHS Year Book.         Each £5.00  

 

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils - White Perianth, Corona Yellow, Orange or Pink. W-Y; W-O; W-P. 
  
1W-P   CHANSON, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Verran x Algarve [D 1534]. (102mm) 
 A delightful shade of deep apple blossom pink with a slightly paler zone around the attractively  
 expanded and frilled brim makes this a beautiful show or garden flower.    
       (photo p15)       Each £4.00 
  
1W-Y   DEFENCE CORPS, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Queen’s Guard x Chief Inspector [1947] (115mm) 

 This is a large, robust, bi-coloured trumpet with a very flat and smooth, broadly spreading  

 perianth and a slightly expanded trumpet of deepest yellow. (photo p15)    Each £4.00  

 

1W-Y   DORNEYWOOD, E (B. S. Duncan). Predator x Chief Inspector [1936]. (118mm) 
 This is a big, flat, smooth, and well-proportioned flower of great vigour with a deep yellow, long,  
 cylindrical trumpet.  (photo p15)         Each £5.00  
  
1W-P   KORORA BAY, M (B. S. Duncan). Dailmanach x Cryptic [1749]. (102mm) 
 This is a beautifully formed large flower with very smooth broad and flat petals. The flared and frilled 
 trumpet is of a light apple blossom pink.  (photo p15)      Each £4.00 
  
1W-WYP  NEW DESIGN , M, (B.S. Duncan) (Ben Aligin x Korora Bay) [D3436] (112mm) 
 Broad, smooth pure white petals of lovely firm texture forming a large flat perianth. The trumpet has a 
 lovely pink rim.  (photo p15)          Each £10.00 
  
1W-Y   OLLY’s MEDAL, M(B.S. Duncan). Fiona McKillop x Queen’s Guard [3080]. (118mm) 
 This is a very large and unusually rounded flower for its class with broad ace-of-spades petals that form 
 an ideal background for the deep lemon-yellow trumpet.  (photo p15)   Each £5.00  
  
1W-O  PRIME TARGET, E-M. (B. S. Duncan). Red Reed x Lutana  [D 3065] (102mm) 
 A true step forward in orange cups. Show success in Northern Ireland and also at RHS shows in London. 
 Winner of the Ralph B. White Memorial medal in 2009       Each £10.00 
 
1W-Y   QUEEN’S GUARD, E (B. S. Duncan). Pontes O.P. [D 1530]. (115mm) 

 Undoubtedly one of the best bi-colour trumpets available. It is a large, early flower of wonderfully consistent 

 exhibition quality.             Each £5.00  
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1W-O  WOROUND, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Red Reed x Lutana [3305] (95mm) 
 The perianth of this broadly round flower opens creamy white and matures to pure white with a smooth 
 mid-orange funnel-shaped corona.  (photo p15)       Each 20.00 
 

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils - White Perianth, Corona White. W-W. 
 

1W-W  ALPINE WINTER, M (B. S. Duncan). Silent Valley x Sherpa [1965]. (110mm) 
 A beautiful pure white flower and a flanged trumpet with a rolled rim. A good show flower. 
       Limited stock available     Each £6.00 
 
1W-W  BLUE DANUBE, L (G. E. Mitsch, USA).[Rashee x Knowehead] x Cataract. (110mm) 
 A big white flower with broad perianth segments. The corona is a narrow funnel shape and flares at the 
 mouth.   (photo p15)          Each  £6.00 
 
1W-W   CATARACT, M (M. Evans, USA). [Zero x Kanchenjunga] x Vigil. (120mm) 
 Undoubtedly one of the whitest, largest and most magnificent flowers in its class for both show and  garden. 
 (photo p15)             Each £6.00 

 
Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils 

 Large Cupped Daffodils of Garden Origin one flower to a stem; corona (“cup”) more than one-third, but less than 
equal to the length of the perianth segments (“petals”) 

 Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow or White. Y-Y; Y-W. 
 
2Y-Y   GARDEN TREASURE, L (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Gold Bond [2112]. (110mm ) 

 The large, flat, smooth and overlapping perianth segments are mid-yellow and the neat cup is a deep golden 

 yellow. A consistent show flower.          Each £4.00  

 

2Y-Y   GOLDEN GOAL, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Burning Bush x Gold Bond [2326]. (114mm)  

 This is a very smooth, deep golden yellow flower with broad flat perianth segments. The round and frilled cup 

 is slightly deeper in colour.           Each £4.00  

 

2Y-Y   GOOD INTENTIONS, E (E. Jarman) Gold Bond x Glissando [J 634] (110mm) 

 Eddie’s field notes year on year record it as “Very consistent and perfect form” our notes add “Big, round and 

 beautiful”.              Each £8.00 

 

2Y-Y   HAPPY VALLEY, E (E. G. B. Jarman). Golden Jewel x Gold Convention [J 341]. (125mm) 
 An exceptionally large and smooth flower of lovely style and great impact on a strong stem with good neck 
 and poise. Consistent exhibition blooms require little by way of dressing.    Each £4.00 
 

2Y-Y   IMPECCABLE, E (D. Jackson, Aust). 3/74 x Abona. [85/84] (100mm)  
 As the name suggests this is a wonderful, early show flower. The golden yellow perianth has overlapping 
 back segments and the front are very broad.   (photo p22)    Each £4.00  
  
2Y-Y   JANET’S GOLD, E (N. A. C. Watson) Gold Convention x Gold Bond [W031]. (102mm) 
 This is a very consistent, golden-yellow exhibition flower. 1st NIDG Early Show 2009, Hillsborough 2009, Best 
 in Show Enniskillen 2010.  (photo p22)        Each £4.00 
 
2Y-Y   KENWELL CENTENNIAL, E-M. (B. S. Duncan). Crevenagh x Impeccable [D3140] (93mm) 

 This flower shows the best characteristics of each of its parents. Hard to fault with each  flower very  

 consistent.              Each £8.00 

 
2YYW-W  LUMINOSITY, M. (John Hunter, N.Z) (SymphonetteOffer) xWarrior [62/94A] (117mm)(photo p22)  
 Forming a double triangle the perianth segments are long, brilliant greenish yellow; have a broad band of 
 white at the base and the corona becomes white as the flower matures.   Each £25.00 
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2Y-Y   SPARTAN GOLD, M (B. S. Duncan) Impeccable x (Red Spartan x Gold Bond) [2713] (110mm) 
 A large, very round and perfect show flower with broad overlapping perianth segments which are smooth 
 and buttercup yellow.  In winning Engleheart Cup 2011.      Each £6.00  
  
2Y-GYY  TREASURE HUNT, L (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Gold Bond [2113] (110mm)  
 Exhibited in many winning ‘12’ bloom classes. First Belfast 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012; First RHS Daffodil Show 
 2011; First RHS Late Show 2011.  (photo p22)       Each £4.00 

 
Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils -Yellow or Pink Perianth, Corona containing Pink. P-P; Y-P; Y-YYP. 

 
2Y-YPP  KANTZEEWAI, M. (Chris Yates). Fragrant Rose x Hambleton [2.32.97]. (100mm) 
 The funnel-shaped corona is yellow at the base and has a band of strong apricot pink at the rim.   
       (photo p20)        Each £15.00 
 
2Y-P   OREGON PIONEER, M (Elise Havens, USA) Widgeon x Pink Silk. [VH19/1] (105mm) 
 Smooth, heavy substance and strong colour contrast are attributes of this beautifully formed exhibition 
 flower.   (photo p20)           Each £4.00 
 
2YYW-P  ROCOZA, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Oregon Pioneer x Azocor [2231]. (97mm) 
 One of the strongest coloured yellow pinks in both perianth and corona with a very pretty white halo.  
               Each £4.00 
 
2Y-P   SPRING SUNSET, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Azocor x Oregon Pioneer [2619]. (113mm) 
 Div.2 with a bold frilled trumpet cup of delightful pink and pale-ish lemon smooth perianth segments. 
         (photo p20)     Each £4.00 
 
2P-P  WHISPERING PINK, M. (B.S. Duncan) [3223] Dusky Maiden x Pink Perry  (105mm) 
 Whispering Pink is an imposing flower of great substance and lovely smooth texture. It has caused great 
 discussion at many of the shows.          Each £12.00 
 
2YYW-P  ZWYNNER, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Brindle Pink x Eastern Promise [2253]. (112mm) 
 The perianth segments are broad, flat and of a lovely deep lemon yellow with a white halo at the base.  
 First RHS Late Show 2010, 2011.         Each £4.00 
 

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - Yellow Perianth. Y-O/R.  
    

2Y-O   BANKER, M (D. Jackson, Aus). Scipio x sdlg 217/82. [145/89] (110mm) 
 A very well known Australian "banker" show flower for Y-O classes. The perianth outer segments are  very 
 broadly ovate and overlap the inner are narrower.  (photo p20)    Each £4.00 
 
2Y-YOR  CAROLINA DALE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Garden News x State Express [2210]. (113mm)  

 A large smooth flower with deep golden, flat, smooth, perianth segments. An excellent show flower.  First 

 RHS Late Show 2009.           Each £4.00 

 

 2Y-R   CAUSEWAY SUNSET, L (T. D. Turbitt). Pipe Major x Popcorn [94/09]. (108mm)  
 Broad perianth segments of deep golden yellow; smooth and of heavy substance with a deep orange-
 red cup.  (photo p20)           Each £4.00 
  
2Y-R   CAUSEWAY WINNER, M (T. D. Turbitt) Jambo x Red Cameo [DT 0008]. (108mm) 
 As the name implies, this is a winner. Best Bloom Enniskillen 2008; Best Bloom Hillsborough 2009; First 
 Hillsborough 2012.            Each: £6.00 
  
2Y-O   HOPE HOUSE, E-M (N.A.C Watson). Irish Light x Hero [W 055]. (112mm) 
 It is smooth and of great substance giving a strong contrast to the vivid orange funnel shaped.    
               3 for £12.00 
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2Y-R   HOT AFFAIR, L (B. S. Duncan) {[(Richhill x Border Chief) x Sun Magic] x Burning Bush} [2153]. (102mm) 

 This is probably one of the hottest coloured, high quality 2Y-R. Great for exhibiting and breeding, due to its 

 intense colour.              Each £5.00  

 

2Y-YYO  PACIFIC RIM, M (Elise Havens, USA). Montego x Ringmaster. [TT35/1] (90mm) 
 It has had many Best In Show awards and is destined for many more. Crisp sharply defined deep red rim, 
 perfect form and very consistent.  (photo p20)       Each £4.00  
 
  2Y-R   REDLANDS TOO, M (J. M. Radcliff, Aus). Seedling 5/75 x Seedling 33/77 [53/83].  

 This flower is very smooth with wonderful substance and form. Very broad perianth segments  considerably 

 overlapped at the back and almost touch in front.        Each £5.00 

 

2Y-O  REGULAR GUY, E-M (B.S Duncan) Likely Lad x Outline [3922]  (120mm) 
 A large, beautifully formed flower with consistent colour in both cup and perianth. An immediate  
 eye-catcher on the show bench.          Each £18.00 
 
2Y-R  RODE HOED, L (Peter Ramsay, NZ) Red Amber x Red Alert [94:60] (110mm)   

 The name is Dutch for the words “red hat” and comes from Ramsay’s recollection of meeting the ‘Red 

 Hat’ ladies in St. Louis at the Missouri Botanical Gardens (MOBOT), in the company of a famous Dutchman. 

 Double triangle in shape.           Each £4.00 

 
2Y-R   RUDDY RASCAL, L (B.S. Duncan). Patabundy x Burning Bush [D 1903]. (125mm)  
 A very large flower with great impact in brightest red and yellow. Very sun resistant and an ideal  
 candidate for the difficult back row position in any exhibition group.      3 for £10.00 
 
2Y-R   SYSTEM ALERT, M. (B. S. Duncan). 2328 x Tropical Heat [D 3474]. (103mm) 

 Every once in a while something really special comes along - this consistent exhibition quality flower was 

 showcased in Brian’s winning ‘Championship of Ireland’ at the Belfast Spring Show 2016.    

               Each £8.00 

2Y-R   TERMINATOR, E (D. Jackson, Aus). Unknown parentage [15/89] (110mm)  
 This flower is a banker for early shows. The strikingly yellow broad perianth is often flushed with red and 
 the segments overlap.    (photo p20)        Each £6.00 
 
    Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - Orange Perianth. Corona Orange or Red. O-R. 

 
2O-R   HONEYORANGE, M (B. S. Duncan). Rezare x Cheerleader [1495]. (109mm) 
 A large flower of most unusual colouring in the perianth. Broadly round flat and smooth petals and a  small 
 bowl-shaped dark burnt orange cup          Each £4.00 
  
2O-O   HOT LAVA, M, (Nial Watson) Creagh Dubh x Rio Rondo [W 424]. (96mm) (photo p20)  
 The colour of  this flower is dramatic. The perianth segments are very broad and rounded with good 
 substance. An excellent show flower that has already won on several occasions.   Each £8.00  
 
 2O-O  RUDDY DUCK, E (E. Jarman) (Shining Light x Torridon) x Loch Lundy [465] (102mm) 
 This flower has a well overlapped and rounded perianth of good colour, form and substance. Very useful 
 for variety in collections at early shows. First Hillsborough 2008.     3 for £10.00 

 
Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - White Perianth. W-Y; W-O/R. 

 
2W-R  AMERICAN IDOL, E-M (Dr. John Reed, USA) Quasar x Culmination [93-10-4]     
 This is a true show-stopper with wide, smooth, flat perianth and bright open cup displayed on tall strong 
 stems.                 Each £10.00 
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 2W-YYO  CAMARADERIE, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Purbeck x Ravenhill [2392] (113mm) 

 This is one of the top flowers in this class. The perianth is broad and the colours of the corona is striking.  

               Each £6.00 

 
2W-GWO  FINE TRIM, M-L (B.S. Duncan) Soprano x High Society [D 2436] (108mm) 

 This is a really elegant flower with wonderfully smooth overlapping petals, enhanced by a delightful narrow 

 green halo at the base.             Each £8.00  

 

2W-GYR  HULLA BALOO, L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor) [1892]. (112mm) 
 A bright flower that has a wonderfully rounded pure white perianth. The green based cup merges 
 through yellow and lilac pink to a sharply defined band of almost crimson red.   Each £4.00 
 
2W-R   HYPERBOLE, M (B. S. Duncan). Magician x ([Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose] x Last Chance)  
 A ‘Magician’ seedling with the WOW factor, it has a large cup of eye-popping terracotta colouring that 
 stopped everyone in their tracks.” First Belfast 2011.    (photo p22)   Each £8.00  
 
  2W-O  LUTANA, M-L (J.M. Radcliff, Aus) 42/81 x 48/76 (98mm)  

 A flower that has wonderful potential for breeding white/red trumpets. Although it is a medium sized flower 

 the dramatic sunproof colour makes it striking.        Each £4.00 

 

2W-YOO  MARGARET’S MELODY, M-L (B.S.Duncan) Soprano x Ruby Wedding [2807]. (115mm) 
  This large show flower has a very smooth perianth with broad flat petals that form a double triangle.  The 
 bloom is held with wonderful poise.          Each £5.00  
 
2W-YYO MARINE CORPS, M (NAC Watson) Northern Sceptre x Royal Marine [W161]  (111mm)   
 This large and striking flower with pure white broad perianth segments form a double triangle. The  
 disc-shaped corona is bright yellow with an orange rim.      Each £15.00 
  
2W-R   POWERSTOCK, M (J. W. Blanchard). Osmington x a Hotspur Sdg. [81/10B].  
 A show flower of great substance with thick white petals of good form and a rather flat nicely filled cup 
 of vivid red to the base.     (photo p20)       Each £4.00  
 
2W-YYO RING FLASH, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Soft Focus x (Dunley Hall or Evesham) [2382] (112mm) 
 The bowl shaped corona is yellow with a very attractive orange band at the rim which is evenly lobed. It is a 
 really beautiful flower that commands attention. (photo p20)     3 for £12.00 
  
2W-GWY  SOFT FOCUS, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Vernal Prince x Pure Joy [D 1580]. (112mm) 
 Different and beautiful in a class which badly needs new blood.  (photo p20)  Each £4.00  
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  Savoir Faire   Terminator  Ring Flash     Oregon Pioneer 

Spring Sunset   Guy Wilson   Causeway Sunset   Fashion Model 

 Kantzeewai  Contralto        Banker    Sheelagh Rowan 

Powerstock      Hot Lava           Soft Focus       Pacific Rim 
20 
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2W-Y   THE MOUNT, M (Nial Watson). Royal Wedding x Silkwood [W 195]. (115mm)  
 A striking flower with great substance and broad perianth segments. The corona is a huge, smooth, chrome 
 yellow disc that lies flat on the perianth.        3 for £10.00 
  
2W-WWY  YUMMY MUMMY, M (Nial Watson) Silkwood x White Hill [W 288]. (116mm) 
 The perianth segments are a pure white and the ones at the rear overlap at the base, the front being a 
 little narrower. An excellent and attractive back row flower.      Each £6.00  
 

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - White Perianth, Corona Predominantly Pink. W-P.  
 

2W-P   CONTRALTO, L (B. S. Duncan) Cloud’s Rest x Soprano [2487]  (110mm)      
 Brian describes it as being “outstanding bluish pink/red”. First RHS Late Show 2012.   
       (photo p20)       3 for £15.00  
 
 2W-P  DAILMANACH, M (J.S.B. Lea). Inverpolly x Pink seedling. (115mm)   
 The glistening white perianth is perfectly smooth and flat providing a perfect foil for the large three-quarter 
 length clear, bright pink bowl-shaped corona.        3 for £10.00  
 
2W-GPP  EDITOR, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Fragrant Rose x Eastern Promise [2370].  (125mm) 
 A huge and bold flower that has reliably lovely form and seldom nicks a petal. An excellent show flower 
 with delightful colouring.   (photo p22)        Each £5.00  
 
2W-WPP  FASHION MODEL, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Soprano x Eastern Promise [2656]. (106mm)  

 An amazingly consistent deep pink cupped show flower. Included in winning John Lea Trophy 2012 and 

 Devonshire Cup groups 2005.  (photo p20)       Each £4.00 

 

2W-P   LADYMEADS, L. (NA Burr) [(Easter Moon x Fair Prospect) x Dailmanach] x Sweet Georgia  (102mm ) 
 A medium sized flower with very broad perianth segments and a funnel-shaped pink corona which pales  
 towards the base. A very attractive flower.  First Belfast 2011.     Each £7.00  
 
2W-GPP  LAKELAND FAIR, M. (MW Baxter) Coral Fair x Rainbow [87 - 10] (107mm) 
 A well-known flower with broadly ovate perianth segments that form a double triangle. The corona is 
 funnel-shaped and a pale pink with a nice green eye.       3 for £12.00 
  
2W-P   NARRATIVE, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Yoshiko x Naivasha [2368]. (115mm)  
 This is a beautifully symmetrical show flower, with a smooth perianth and largish bowl-shaped cup.   
 Best Div.2 RHS Show 2012.  (photo p22)       Each £4.00 
  
2W-YPP  PRIORSFORD, M (B. S. Duncan). Zion Canyon x Eastern Promise [2657] (124mm) 
 Perhaps our largest ‘Pink’ flower, with pure ‘diamond dust’ glistening white perianth segments that form a 
 double triangle.   First RHS 2012.         3 for £12.00 
  
2W-P   SHESKIN, M (B. S. Duncan). Alston x Soprano [2567]. (116mm)  
 This flower has large, velvety smooth, strong, broad and very white perianth segments.      
 Best Bloom  London Late Competition 2010.   (photo p22)       Each £10.00  
 
 2W-GPP  SOPRANO, L (B. S. Duncan). High Society x Valinor [D.1159]. (105mm) 
 The deep reddish-pink cup colour changes as the flower develops, the mid-zone becomes a slightly paler 
 lilac pink but the flower maintains its attractiveness at all stages.     3 for £8.00 
 
2W-P   VERSION, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Verdoy x Chanson [2103]. (115mm)  

 It has pure white, broad, smooth petals and a slightly frilled trumpet corona that has a paler pink, almost 

 white rim.              Each £5.00  
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  Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - White Perianth, Corona with Pink Rim. W-YYP; W-WWP; W-GYP. etc. 
 
2W-WWP  DISCREET, M-L (B.S. Duncan) High Society x China Doll [2435]. (120mm)  

 This very large, consistent and beautifully poised flower has a perianth of very smooth, overlapping and 

 rounded petals. First RHS Late Show 2012.    (photo p22)    Each £8.00  

 

2W-GWP  ICE DANCER, M (B.S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x High Society [D 1307]. (108mm) 
 A very consistent large show flower which is well posed on strong stems.     3 for £10.00  
  
2W-GYP  JUNE LAKE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Fellowship x High Society [D.1161]. (114mm) 
 An outstandingly consistent and beautiful exhibition flower.      3 for £10.00  
  
2W-GYP  MONTROIG, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Soprano x June Lake [2600]. (125mm)  
 A most stylish, attractive and consistent show flower with a  beautifully smooth perianth.   
  Champ. of  Ire. ’05; Lea Trophy ‘07. Best Div.2 Belfast 2012.    3 for £12.00  
  
2W-WWP  SACRE COEUR, L (B. S. Duncan) Notre Dame x June Lake [2434]. (103mm) 
 A majestic flower with good, clear colouring and a beautiful goblet cup.    3 for £10.00 
 
 2W-GYP  SAVOIR FAIRE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Pismo Beach x High Society [D.1038].  (108mm) 
 The size, colour and style of the flower combine to give great impact. Strong robust plant with great 
 strong stems.    (photo p20)         Each £4.00  
  
2W-GWP  WARM WELCOME, M (E. Jarman) Moon Valley x Pol Crocan [93-29-5]. (110mm)  
 A wonderful flower with very smooth, well overlapped perianth segments and heavy substance. A very 
 consistent, “cut and show” flower.          3 for £15.00 
  

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils - All White. W-W; W-GWW. 
 

2W-W  GLASNEVIN, E-M (Carncairn). Polar Circle x Soledad.  [1/12/82] (105mm) 
 Large pure white flower of excellent exhibition form. Broad overlapping perianth segments with bowl 
 shape corona.             Each £5.00 
 
 2W-W  GUY WILSON, M (John Pearson). Stoke Charity x Panache.  [94-56-Q45] (120mm) 
 Large pure white flower of excellent exhibition form. Broad overlapping perianth segments with bowl 
 shape corona.   (photo p20)         Each £5.00 
     
2W-W  HOMESTEAD, E-M (W. G. Pannill, USA) Easter Moon x White Prince [64/40/A](130mm) 

A pure white flower with broadly ovate petals making a flat perianth.    Each £4.00 

The Daffodil Society 
REGISTERED CHARITY No. 1055817 

Please contact the Membership Secretary for details:- 
 

Peter Wilkins 
140 Forest Edge 
Buckhurst Hill,  

Essex, 
IG9 5AD. 

Or Email: peterfw@talktalk.net 
 

Members of the American Daffodil Society can join the UK society  
directly through their  Exec. Director: Frank Nyikos, 8374 E State Rd 45, Unionville, IN 47468  

or Email: ads_exec_dir@daffodilusa.org 
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2W-W  SHEELAGH ROWAN, L (A. J. R. Pearson). Stoke Charity x Panache. [86-22-J35] (130mm) 
 An exceptionally large, yet elegant flower with style, quality and substance.   
     (photo p20)         Each £5.00  
 
2W-W  SILVER SABRE, E-M (Ballydorn Bulb Farm) Churchman x April Love. (110mm)  

 This is a flower with a perianth forming a double triangle. The perianth segments are broad, smooth,  

 overlapping and of heavy substance. The long corona is smooth and funnel shaped.  

 First at Hillsborough 2008.            Each £5.00 

 
Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils 

 Small Cupped Daffodils of Garden Origin One flower to a stem; corona (“cup”) not more than one-third the 
length of the perianth segments (“petals”). 

Div 3 Small Cupped Daffodils - Yellow and Orange Perianth 
 

3Y-R   ALL ROUNDER, L (B. S. Duncan). Solar System x 1763 [2331]. (100mm)  
 A beautifully round and vivid flower that may prove to be our best and most consistent 3Y-R to date.    
  (photo p26)            Each £5.00  
 
 3Y-YYR  BURNING RING, L (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Pacific Rim [2627]. (106mm) 
 This is a very dramatic and consistent show flower. It has a beautifully shaped corona with a slight  
 symmetrical lilt that adds distinction.  (photo p26)       Each £6.00  
  
3Y-W   CHORTLE, M-L, (Jackson's Daffodils, Aus). Lemonade x sdlg 249/78 [137/85]. (115mm) 
 A most unusual flower with broad, overlapping perianth segments that are glistening greenish yellow.  
   (photo p28)           Each £5.00  
              
3Y-Y  CITRUS SMOOTHIE, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Moon shadow x Lemma [3642] (101mm) 
 This  flower has beautifully smooth, pale yellow perianth segments, with a stronger-yellow cup.  A robust 
 growing plant with good stems and well-poised flowers.       Each £12.00 
              
3Y-R   EL DISCO, M-L  (B.S Duncan) African Sunset x Tropical Heat [3346] (100mm) 
 This flower has smooth yellow petals of good substance and a deep orange-red bowl-shaped cup.     
   Best Div 3 Omagh 2016  (photo p28)      Each £18.00 
 
3Y-O   FIREFIGHTER, M (N. A. C. Watson) Jenny Tait x Ulster Bank [W383]. (105mm) 
 This flower has caught the eye of several people at various shows including the RHS Daffodil Show at Wisley 
 2016.   (photo p28)          Each £6.00  
  
3Y-Y   HOLLOWBRIDGE, M (R. McCaw) Unique x Triple Crown (100mm)  
 A flower that stands up well on a strong stem. Pale yellow perianth with a deep stronger colour cup.  
  (photo p26)            Each £7.00 
  
3Y-Y   ICED LEMON, M-L. (B. S. Duncan). Moon Shadow x Lemma [D 3659]. (98mm) 
 Brian has made huge strides using the same successful cross a number of times over the past few years, 
 creating beautiful, consistent  3Y-Y's. A lovely double triangle perianth.   Each £6.00  
 
3Y-Y  LEMON PRIDE, (B. S. Duncan) Moon shadow x Lemma [3644] (120mm) 
 Undoubtedly one of Brian's best yellows to date - large, smooth, colourful and consistent, the image tells 
 the story better.  First at Belfast 2012, Best bloom in Omagh 2015   (photo p26)  Each £18.00  
 
 3Y-O   LONGABAUGH, M (B.S. Duncan). African Sunset x Stanway. [3673] (103mm) 
 A tremendous flower with a smooth butter yellow perianth. A flower of beautiful form and proportion 
 having broad smooth shovel-pointed perianth.  (photo p28)    Each £7.00 
 
3O-R   NANTUCKET RED, M-L. (N.A.C. Watson). Hero x Sabine Hay [W 166]. (108mm) 

 The colour of this flower is what first catches the eye, the perianth segments are a strong orange and 

 very broad giving the flower a rounded form.   First RHS Late Show 2013.  Each £15.00 
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3Y-YOR  PANDEMONIUM, M (B.S. Duncan). Shindig x (Burning Bush x Patabundy)[2151] (105mm) 

 During trial Pandemonium had observations such as—****; Perfect, VG colour; VG plant, stem & neck and 

 it still lives up to these notes, doing well on the show bench.     Each £4.00  

 

3Y-YYP  PICATOU, L (B. S. Duncan) Arran Isle x Cupid’s Eye. [2131] (100mm)  
 Yellow-pink Div 3 flowers are rare. This one opens W-YYP and develops quickly to Y-YYP, the yellow being an 
 attractive lemon shade with a broad 4-5mm bright pink band.     Each £4.00  
 
3Y-YYR  POOKA, L (B.S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Burning Bush [D 1662].  (108mm) 
 A most attractive and bright flower for exhibition and has distinct garden display qualities. 
               Each £4.00  
 
3Y-ORR  PRATINCOLE, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Amboseli x Arizona Sunset [2138] (112mm) 
 A beautifully rounded flower with a lemon yellow perianth made up of smooth broadly ovate  
 segments. Consistent show flower.   First London 2012.     Each £4.00 
 
3Y-R   VIDEO KID, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Jake x [(Richill x Border Chief) x (Sun Magic x Burning Bush)].   
  [2902]. (105mm)  
 This is a brilliantly coloured and consistent show flower with a deep golden yellow, very round and smooth 
 perianth standing at perfect right angles.   (photo p26)      Each £5.00   
  

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils - White Perianth. W-Y. 
 
3W-Y   ACCOMPLICE, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Rivendell x 3W-Y Sdg. [2118]. (125mm)  
 A very large and attractive flower with a broad smooth perianth of consistent exhibition quality and a 
 neatly frilled, solid lemon cup. First Belfast 2008, 2011.       Each £5.00 
 
3W-Y   ASTRID'S MEMORY, M.(Clive Postles). Dunley Hall x Moon Shadow [3-30-89]. (110mm) 

 Another wonderful 3W-Y from Clive Postles and a very regular show winner. Pure white, broad  

 perianth segments provide an excellent foil for the yellow corona.       Each £10.00 

 

3W-WWY  CLEAN SWEEP, E-M (N.A.C. Watson) Loch Alsh x Portnoo  [W 356]. (110mm) 
 An elegant show flower that has great substance and is well  supported on a strong stem.    
   First Hillsborough 2012.  (photo p26)       Each £8.00  
 

3W-Y   CONGRATULATIONS, M-L (Nial Watson) Limpopo x Evesham [W785] (112mm) 

 A most appealing, perfect form with nicely proportioned lemon-yellow cup with a green eye is backed by a 

 satin smooth.             Each £20.00 

  

3W-GYY  JAMMIN, M (B. S. Duncan) Limpopo x Silverwood [D2260] (120mm)  
 Undoubtedly one of the best and most consistent show flowers bred in this very high class category and 
 its record indicates that it can hold its own with the very best.      Each £8.00 
            
 
 3W-GYY SILVER SHADOW, M. (B. S. Duncan). Silverwood x Limpopo [D 3351] (107mm) 

 A superb flower with a great show record.   (photo p28)     Each £15.00 

 
3W-Y   VIVA DIVA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Rivendell x Postles seedling [2292]. (125mm)  
 Consistently given 5 stars in Brian’s seedling notes, this huge flower is a pleasure to behold. It has  
 enormous segments that are smooth and very broad, overlapping half their length, making up a flat, milk 
 white perianth of good substance.          Each: £4.00 
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  Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils - White Perianth, Corona Orange, Red or Pink. W-O/R; W-YYR; W-P etc. 
 
3W-YYR  CISTICOLA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x (Arctic Flame x Random Light) [D 1550] (95mm) 
 A most attractive and distinctive rimmed flower with a glistening pure white, extremely round and flat 
 perianth of highest show quality.  (photo p28)       Each £5.00 
   
3W-GWP  DENA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor) x {(Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant   
  Rose) x High Society} [2167]. (100mm) 
 The broad, round and flat perianth of poeticus whiteness is of heavy substance and smooth texture.   
      (photo p26)        Each £4.00  
 
3W-P  DEPORTMENT, E-M (B.S Duncan) Demeanour x Panorama Pink [3471]  (102 mm) 
 This nicely proportioned flared and frilled trumpet definitely finished top of the class in etiquette - a  
 really beautiful exhibition flower with excellent poise.   First at London 2014.     Each £20.00 
 
3W-GOO  DOCTOR HUGH, L (B.S. Duncan). Mahmoud x Don Carlos [D.41]. (110mm) 
 This is a first-class show flower; it has the perianth whiteness of the Poets, and a brilliant, almost luminous, 
 orange-red crown with a green eye. A.M.(e) 1986.  (photo p26)    Each £5.00 
 
3W-P   GOOD FAITH, L. (B.S. Duncan) Demeanour x Panorama Pink [3222]  (108mm) 
          A distinctive Div. 3 pink with a crystal pure white perianth of heavy substance. Featured well over the 
 last few years. A brilliant eye-catcher and good show winner.  (photo p28)   Each £7.00 
 
3W-P   OH WOW, M (Nial Watson) Soft Focus x Coral Crown  [W 690] (103mm) 
 The name says it  all and is the comment most people make when they see this bloom. The round  
 pure-white perianth is made up of very broad segments and sets of the most amazingly deep pink corona.  
               Each £8.00  
 
 3W-P  PANORAMA PINK, L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x {(High Society x Valinor) x     
  (Westholme x  Megalith)} [2011]. (118mm) 
 A very large flower with a rounded, smooth, pure white perianth of excellent quality which backs a lovely flat 
 disc like cup which changes colours as it matures.        Each £4.00 
 
3W-O  PICKET POST, M (J.W. Blanchard) (Hotspur x Osmington) x Doctor Hugh [89/27A] (112mm)  
 A strong grower with a beautiful large flower, a little later than Warmwell but has the same vibrant colour.  
    (photo p28)          Each £7.00   
 
3W-YYO  SAFFRON STRAND, M (Nial Watson) Ballygowan x Loch Alsh [W 077] (118mm)  
 This is a show flower with the form of both its parents. It is a rounded flower with a smooth flat perianth 
 made up of rounded segments. The shallow bowl shaped corona is chrome yellow with a very fine thread of 
 orange around the rim.           Each £8.00  
 
3W-GWO  SIGNET RING, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x Sandycove [2817]. (108mm) 
 The green-eyed, saucer-shaped cup changes from yellow to white in the mid-zone and has a lovely coral pink 
 band at the rim.   First RHS Late Show 2011.   (photo p26)   Each £4.00 
 
3W-R   SPIN DOCTOR, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Hawangi x Mellon Park [D 2117]. (125mm) 
 This is a massive flower that also has quality to match. An excellent show flower appropriate for the back 
 row of any major group.           Each £5.00 
 
3W-GOO  THE FIGHTING MICK, M-L  (NAC Watson) Lisburn x Doctor Hugh [W780] (124mm) 
 The nickname for the ‘Irish Guards’ Regiment that guard the Royal Family, this large white flower stands to 
 attention amongst the greats on the show bench, with a twinklin’ green eye hinting to the shamrocks 
 presented to the regiment on St Patrick’s Day by their Colonel-in-Chief Prince William.  Each £20.00 
 
 3W-GYP  TRENTAGH, L (B. S. Duncan). Aran Isle x Sandy cove [2285]. (105mm) 
 This flower’s perfectly formed smooth, pure white perianth and distinctive, symmetrically lobed corona 
 rim of sun-proof fluorescent orange-pink really catches the eye.     Each £4.00   
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils - All White. W-W; W-GWW. 
 

3W-GWW  ICE EMERALD, M (N. A. C. Watson). Irish Linen x 3W-G sdlg [W 184]. (110mm) 
 The outer segments of the perianth are very broad, the inner, narrower, and both glitter with “Diamond 
 Dust”. First Belfast 2010, Enniskillen 2011.         Each £5.00  
 
3W-GWW  VILLAGE GREEN, L (E. Jarman). (Verona x Monksilver) x Warmington [544] (108mm) 
 This is a first class cultivar with an exemplary perianth which opens pure white with a sparkle.    
        (photo p28)      Each £6.00 
 

Div. 4 Double Daffodils 
Double Daffodils of Garden Origin one or more flowers to a stem, with doubling of the perianth   
segments, or the corona, or both. 

Div. 4 Double Daffodils - Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow, Orange or White Y-Y; Y-O; Y-W. 
 
 4Y-Y  CRACKINGTON, M (D. A. Lloyd/J. W. Blanchard). Golden Aura x Beauvallon. [75/35A] 
 A very neat, broad outer circle of perianth segments. A consistent exhibition flower on a good stem and 
 neck.               Each £4.00  
  
4Y-O   DOWNFIELD, M (Maurice Kerr) Smokey Bear x Limbo [MK52]. (110mm) 
 A very pleasing and consistent large show flower with a golden yellow perianth. Fertile both ways.   
               Each £5.00 
 
4Y-O   FERRAL, L (D. Jackson, Aus.) H. E. Reeve sdlg x sdlg 69/70 [174/81]. (105mm)  
 This flower is a striking yellow with very broad perianth segments. The corona segments are a pale orange.  
               Each £5.00 
4Y-O   KIWI SUNSET, M. (M. Hamilton, N.Z.) Unknown parentage (95mm) 
 This is an amazing little flower that is almost perfectly round. The yellows and oranges that make up its 
 perianth and petaloids are striking.  (photo p30)       Each £5.00 
   
4Y-P   MAMMA MIA, M (B. S. Duncan). Brindle Pink x assorted Pink Doubles [2115] (118mm)  
 The broad well-formed perianth segments of deep creamy yellow provide an ideal background for the 
 well-filled deep pink coronal segments     (photo p30)    Each £5.00 
 
4Y-O   PARADIGM, M (B. S. Duncan) (Gettysburg x Barnsdale Wood) x Smokey Bear[D1470] 

 In profile the flower presents excellent right-angle pose and ideal proportions. A consistent show flower of 

 lovely colour and form.            Each £4.00 

 
4Y-Y   SIMBA, M. (N.A.C. Watson). Aslan x Barnum [W 268]. (100mm) 
 This is a very consistent and  well-formed show flower with broad perianth segments and petaloids of 
 the same vivid yellow.            Each £12.00 
 
4Y-O   TANGERINE TANGO, M (N. Watson) Menabilly x (Crackington x Sabine Hay) (100mm)   
 Although this beautiful flower is classified 4Y-O it could just as easily be a 4O-O as the perianth is evenly 
 tinged with orange. 1st in single bloom in Belfast 2012/ Best Div. 4 RHS 2014. (photo p30)  
               Each £15.00 
 

 Div. 4 Double Daffodils - White Perianth, Corona White, Yellow or Orange. W-W; W-Y; W-O/R. 
 

 4W-O BRASSICALA, M (B.S. Duncan) Serena Beach x Gay Kybo [D 2495] (112mm) 
 An excellent, fully double show flower. It is a very strong plant of wonderful pose with stems that hold it 
 up well.  (photo p30)           Each £12.00 
 
4W-Y   GREEK SURPRISE, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Serena Lodge x Gay Kybo [2325] (106mm) 
 An excellent fully double show flower. It is a very strong plant of wonderful pose with stems that hold it 
 up well.               Each £5.00 
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4W-Y   KIWI MAGIC, M (M. Hamilton, N.Z). Windblown x Sdg. [43-86] (110mm) 
 Now fully acclimatised this magnificently large flower is now showing the quality which has gained it such a 
 reputation as a consistent winner in New Zealand and Australia.      Each £4.00 
 
 4W-YOO RONGOITI GEM, M (Max Hamilton) Blossom x Bandit [23-94] (100mm) 
 Petaloid segments roundish and very broad, smooth and of heavy substance; with strong orange-yellow 
 at base.      (photo p30)       Each £6.00 
 

  Div. 4 Double Daffodils - Pink Doubles. W-P. 
 

4W-P   PARAMOUR, M (B. S. Duncan). Gresham x Dorchester [2240]. (90mm)  

 Round with corona segments a deep apple blossom pink.       Each £5.00 

 

4W-P   TEMPLE CLOUD, M-L (J. W. Blanchard) Dailmanach x Cloud’s Hill.  
 An outstanding large exhibition pink double of exquisite form and colouring. With excellent profile and 
 pose this flower promises to challenge the current supremacy of “Dorchester”.   Each £5.00 
 
 4W-P  VIVASH, M. (B.S. Duncan) Gresham x Dorchester. [ D 2459]. (106mm)  
 This is a flower that really stands out. It is already in demand by the cut flower industry which tells of its 
 strength of stem and pose.   (photo p30)       Each £8.00 

 
Div. 5 Triandrus 

Triandrus Daffodil Cultivars. Characteristics of N. triandrus clearly evident: usually two or more   
pendant flowers to a stem; perianth segments reflexed. 

 
5W-W  BELL STAR, M-L (B.S Duncan) Hillstar x Little Bell [3615] (80mm) 
 With 3– 4 long-lasting scented flowers per stem this beauty performed well in trials at Esker Farm, and 
 on the local show bench, with it’s smaller sizing making it a perfect alpine or ‘small space’ flower.  
          (photo p33)    Each £10.00 
 
5Y-Y   HILLVIEW, E-M. (B. S. Duncan). Hillstar x Little Bell [D3804] (67mm) 
 2-3 flowers per stem. A lovely elegant flower that looks well in the garden as well as on the show bench.  
               Each £12.00  
 
 5Y-Y   KATHY A, M-L (B. S. Duncan) N. triandrus triandrus x Golden Jewel. [D 2308]. (48mm) 
 Usually with two lemon-yellow, round-cupped flowers per long strong stem.   3 for £10.00 
 
 5W-Y  LAPWING, M (G. E. Mitsch, U.S.A.). Silver Bells O.P. [CO11/1] (80mm) 
 One of few fertile Div. 5 hybrids, this is an attractive flower with clear contrast between the white perianth 
 and lemon bell-shaped cup.          Each £4.00  
 
 5Y-Y   PETANCA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). N. triandrus triandrus x Solar Tan [2214]. (48mm)  
 A most attractive and consistent little, limey-yellow flower with reflexed perianth segments and a short 
 tubular cup. Ideally proportioned in pendulous show form with 2-3 flowers per stem.  Each £4.00 
 
5Y-Y   TRI-ELFIN, M-L (B. S. Duncan). N. tri. tri. x Elfin Gold [1885] (75mm) 
 With mostly two and sometimes three beautifully smooth short-necked lemon flowers per stem this is a 
 well proportioned plant.            3 for £10.00 

 

Join the Northern Ireland Daffodil Group 
YEARLY NEWSLETTER 

Newsy, amusing and educational. Show reports, varied opinions on  
cultivation, hybridizing, exhibition and varieties. 

Subscription for 1 or 3 years £10/£25  
Contact:- Derrick Turbitt, 16 Swilly Rd., Portstewart, BT55 7DJ  

Northern Ireland  
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Div. 6 Cyclamineus 
Cyclamineus Daffodil Cultivars 

Characteristics of N. cyclamineus clearly evident: one flower to a stem; perianth  segments significantly reflexed; 
flower at an acute angle to the stem.  

  
6Y-Y   ABRACADABRA, E. (M.G. Temple-Smith, Aus) N. cyclamineus x Ristin [4/83]  
 It is a bright, butter-yellow with well reflexed perianth segments and a long corona with a curled 
 notched rim. A very successful show flower. (photo p33)      Each £5.00 
 
6Y-Y   CAUSEWAY GEM, E-M (T.D. Turbitt) Bryanston x N. cyclamineus [DT0201]. (80mm) 
 An amazingly strong flower whose records speaks for itself as a consistent winner on the bench. 
 Best Bloom NIDG Early Show 2006; First Ballymena 2006; First NIDG Early Show 2007,2008; First  
 Aberdeen 2011.   (photo p33)         Each £7.00 
 
6W-W  DELTA FLIGHT, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Lilac Charm x Lavender Lass [D.630]. (85mm) 
 This most delightful flower opens with a hint of translucent pink in the cup and which quickly fades to pure 
 white.              Each £4.00  
 
6Y-Y   DUIKER, VE (B. S. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cyclamineus [1406]. (61mm)      
 A charming, sturdy distinct little deep golden flower. With beautifully smooth and distinctly reflexed petals 
 and a cylindrical trumpet this is an excellent flower for early in the season.    Each £4.00  
 
 6YYW-W LEMON SILK, E-M (Havens). Nazareth x N.cyclamineus [G78/2]  
 Wonderful shades of pale lemon and creamy white. The perianth is well reflexed and combines with a 

 long cylindrical trumpet.   (photo p33)        Each £5.00 

 

6W-GPP  LILAC CHARM, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Roseworthy x (R.562 x Rose Caprice) [D42]. (85mm) 
 A much coveted little beauty with character, style and refinement. The white, well-reflexed petals are in nice 
 proportion to the full-length beautifully flanged trumpet.      Each £4.00 
 
6W-W  MARY LOU, M (B.S. Duncan). Lilac Charm x Lavender Lass [D.664]. (30mm)  
 A really pretty, perky and petite little character, best appreciated at close quarters. The reflexed pure 
 white petals glisten as though coated with diamond dust. First RHS Daffodil show 2011.   
         (photo p33)     Each £5.00  
 
 6W-O SAINT LOUIE LOUIE, Early. (Gerard Knehans Jr.). Pannill sdlg OP [Kn. 002]. (71mm) 
 The broad, well reflexed perianth segments of this wonderful show flower open pale yellow becoming pure 
 white with age. The perfect corona is a deep golden yellow with an orange tinge and a flared mouth.   
               Each £20.00 
 6Y-Y   SUZIE DEE, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cyclamineus [1483A].  
 The slender elegant style of the species is retained in this perfectly proportioned little hybrid. The  
 overlapping and gracefully reflexed petals are of a golden yellow.     Each £4.00 
  
6Y-Y   SUZIE’S SISTER, E (B. S. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cyclamineus [1483B].  (75mm) 
 Similar to its sibling, Suzie Dee, and flowering just a hint earlier, this is an equally elegant and refined  flower 
 but is distinguished a very formal ‘stove pipe’ mouth of the long corona.   Each £4.00 
  
6W-W  TRACEY, M (Miss M. Verry, N.Z. ). Assini x N. cyclamineus  
 A well reflexed Div. 6 that opens with a pale yellow corona that fades to a milk white. Each £4.00  
  
6Y-R  VELOCITY, E-M (R&E Havens, USA) Jetfire x Gypsy [TEH53/2] (80mm)       
 A sun-proof child of ‘Jetfire’ but with stronger undertones of orange in the perianth.    
   (photo p33)           Each £4.00 
  
 6Y-WWY  WHEATEAR, M (G. E. Mitsch, USA). Mitylene x N. cyclamineus sdg. [E57/5] (100mm) 
 One of the few reversed bicolour Div. 6 flowers. Most attractive, lemon yellow perianth with trumpet 
 opening the same colour, becoming pure white, with yellow at the rim.    Each £4.00 
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Div. 7 Jonquilla 

Jonquilla and Apodanthus Daffodil Cultivars.  
Characteristics of Sections Jonquilla or Apodanthi clearly evident: one to five (rarely eight) flowers to a stem; 

perianth segments spreading or reflexed; corona cup-shaped, funnel-shaped or flared, usually wider than long; 
flowers usually fragrant. 

 
 7O-R   INDIAN MAID, M (W. G. Pannill) U.S.A. Jezebel x N. jonquilla [B33-1]. (76mm) 
 The perianth of this flower is a deep old-gold verging on orange. The segments are broadly ovate with the 
 margins slightly incurving.          3 for £10.00 
  
7Y-O   IRISH TRIP, M-L (Carncairn). Stylish x Rory’s Glen [10/6/86]  
 A beautiful flower which blooms regularly with two to three flowers per stem. The perianth segments are a 
 deep yellow that flush to a pale orange as the flower matures.      3 for £10.00 
 
 7W-W  LADIES’ CHOICE, L (B. S. Duncan). Quickstep O.P. [D 1336]. (79mm) 
 Brian’s first Division 7 introduction, is, we think, the whitest flower of its type that we have seen.  
 Frequently been Best Div. 7 in London.          Each £4.00  
 
7O-GOO LITTLEFIELD, M-L (R Scamp) Altruist x N. jonquilla [700] (58mm)      
 Very attractive, sweetly scented flower with 1-2 per stem, occasionally 3. The smooth perianth is a strong 
 orange colour as is the bowl-shaped corona which has a green base.     Each £4.00 
 
7YYW-YWW ROAD RUNNER, M-L (B.S. Duncan) Regeneration OP. [D 2904] (55mm) 
 Rather unusual for its class; the cup of this flower goes through several colour phases from yellow, orange to 
 white.              Each £4.00 
 
 7Y-GYY  TWINKLE GOLD, M (B.S. Duncan) Regeneration OP. [3226] (52mm) 

 Sweetly scented 2-3 flowers per stem, of a bright canary yellow colour. Strong, tall stem that stands up well 

 to the wind.             Each £4.00 

 
7Y-O   WHIPCORD, VE (J. W. Blanchard).  Falstaff x N. cordubensis. [80/1G] (50mm) 
 A most charming and bright little flower from this successful cross which is producing short, sturdy, durable 
 and well proportioned first early jonquils. A great addition for early shows and an excellent garden plant.  
               Each £3.00 
 
7W-GYW  WINK O’ GREEN, L (BS Duncan) Lady’s Favourite x Clouds Rest [2839] (64mm)   
 The white perianth sets off the green eye inside the pale lemon cup-shaped corona.    
               Each £4.00 
 

Div. 8 Tazetta 
Tazetta Daffodil Cultivars. 

Characteristics of Section Tazettae clearly evident: usually from three to twenty flowers to a stout stem;  
perianth segments spreading not reflexed; flowers are usually fragrant. 

 
8W-O  BRIGHT SPANGLES, VE-E (S. DuBose, USA) Matador O.P. [C34-6] (28mm)    
 With 4-6 small flowers per stem this is an attractive variety opening with a pale yellow perianth which 
 matures to white. Deep orange corona.         Each £5.00  
 
8Y-O  CASTANETS, M (W. Pannill, USA).  Matador x Grand Soleil d’Or [66/49] (50mm) 
 Perianth segments are broad and deep yellow in colour. Shallow bowl-shaped cup of a strong orange. 
               Each £5.00  
  
 8W-P  FENCOURT JEWEL,  M (W Hall, NZ). Grand Monarquex Little Jewel [GMX-33] (57mm) 
 With 3-5 creamy white flowers with a contrasting rose pink cup this makes a beautiful display.  
               Each £6.00  
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Division 9, Poeticus 
Poeticus Daffodil Cultivars 

Characteristics of the N. poeticus group: usually one flower to a stem; perianth segments pure white; 
corona very short or disc-shaped, usually with a green and/or yellow centre and a red rim, but some-

times of a single colour; flowers usually fragrant. 
 
 9W-O  BALLYDORN, L (Sir Frank Harrison). Red Hugh O.P. (65mm) 
 Frank had always wanted an improvement in red cupped poeticus and rated this flower highly. Very  round 
with a pure white perianth sparkling with ‘Diamond Dust’.       Each £7·00 
 
9W-GYR  CANTICLE, L-VL (Ballydorn). Cantabile x seedling. (65mm) 

 A truly lovely and early poeticus best described as a vastly improved “Cantabile”. One of  Frank Harrison’s 

 best poeticus introductions.           Each £6.00  

 

9W-GGR  HILLHEAD, VL (Ballydorn). Cantabile O.P.  
 Pure-white perianth is slightly reflexed, jade green in disc crown, with broad red band.     
 Regular Div. 9 winner both sides of the channel.       Each £6.00 
 
9W-GYY  MIZZEN HEAD, L.(Ballydorn Bulb Farm) Cantabile x Moyle.  
 This tall flower has broad perianth segments, opening greenish and maturing to white. The corona is  half 
 yellow, half lemon yellow.           Each £6.00  
 
9W-GYR  POETRY IN MOTION, L (Nial Watson) Parents unknown [W 387] (64mm)  

 This distinctive poeticus hybrid stands out in the field. The perianth segments are broad and very smooth but 

 the really distinctive look is the corona which is disc shaped with a green eye surrounded by a band of yellow 

 then a red band around the rim. A great show flower.       Each £20.00 

 
Division 11, Split Corona Daffodils 

Corona split - usually for more than half its length 
(a) Collar Daffodils – Split-corona daffodils with the corona segments opposite the  

perianth segments; the corona segments usually in two whorls of three. 
  

(b) Papillon Daffodils – Split corona daffodils with the corona segments alternate to the  
perianth segments; the corona segments usually in a single whorl of six. 

  
11bW-WWP BON VIVEUR, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Savoir Faire x Party Time [1879] (105mm) 
 This large flower has a wonderfully rounded, overlapping and smooth pure white perianth of excellent 
 quality.   (photo p36)          Each £5.00  
  
11aW-Y  BUTTER PLADDY, E-M (Nial Watson) Pampaluna x Trumpet Warrior [W740] (100mm) 
 The white star-shaped perianth segments are long, ovate and of heavy substance; the corona is light  
 greenish yellow.   (photo p36)         Each £12.00 
  
11aW-PPW  DIVERSITY, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance [D 1785]. (98mm) 
 Consistency seems to be an inevitable problem with splits but this one gives a high proportion of show 
 flowers with an evenly split deep pink cup.  (photo p36)      Each £5.00  
  
11aW-YPP  DRAMA QUEEN, M (B. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance [1723]. (106mm) 
 A wide flat and glistening white spreading perianth provides a lovely background for the regular and evenly 
 split corona. Most attractively coloured . (photo p36)      Each £4.00 
   
11aY-O  GOLD LAKE, M. (J. A. Hunter, NZ). Gold Collar x Loch Loyal [40/91B]. (98mm)     
 A lovely smooth flower and the perianth segments are a vivid yellow which frame the smooth corona 
 which is a smooth orange-yellow and lies flat against the perianth. (photo p36)  Each £15.00 
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11bW-P/W  JODI, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Savoir Faire x Party Time [1736]. (100mm)  
 An outstanding flower with an excellent show record. Good quality, pure white petals, with a lovely    apple 
 blossom to lilac pink, regularly lobed split corona.   (Photo back cover) 
  Awarded Ralph B. White Memorial Medal in 2002  Limited availability   Each £8.00  
  
11aY-YYO  MARION PEARCE, M (Reg Nicholl). Achduart x Congress [17/91]. (85mm)   
 The lovely yellow and orange corona of this beautiful flower, lies flat against a very smooth, broad 
 perianth. On the Daffodil Society Intermediate list        Each £5.00 
 
11aW-P  SHRIMP BOAT, M (B. S. Duncan) (Movie Star x Last Chance) x Savoir Faire [1973] (115mm) 
 The excellent perianth is smooth and flat, and the small raspberry-coloured split cup is generously waved 
 and frilled and the outer rim reflexes back against the perianth.     3 for £10.00 
 
 11aY-P  TICKLED PINK, M (B. S. Duncan) Sdlg.1798 x American Heritage [2421]. (118mm)  
 The flat symmetrically split deep salmon corona curves back on the perianth. Unlike many pink flowers 
 the colour deepens as the flower matures.   (photo p36)     Each: £6.00   
  
11aW-P  TRIGONOMETRY, M (Elise Haven, USA) Recital x Phantom. [205/2] (110mm) 
 One of the best and most consistent of the American split corona daffodils. With a well-formed white 
 perianth and a symmetrical and evenly split corona of bright pink.     Each £5.00 
 
11aY-Y  TRIPARTITE, L (Richard Brooks, England) April Tears x Baccarat. [280/1] (65mm) 
 2 or 3 flowers per stem, greenish, yellow perianth segments and a honey yellow corona.    
         (photo p36)     Each £5.00 

 
 

Division 13, Species 
Daffodils identified by botanical name 

 
  N. ASSOANUS 
 A stunning miniature species with 2-3 flowers. Excellent for alpine house, trough or raised beds.   
               3 for £5.00 
 
  N.ASTURIENSIS ‘PICCOLINI’ 
 A selection from wild variety. The flowers are produced on stiff stems which do not droop. The Piccolini 
 flowers very early in spring, right after the snowdrops leave the stage, Piccolini comes up. She doesn’t mind 
 severe frost  or winter weather, she is a Daffodil from the wild, super strong. No matter the weather, she will 
 always be as beautiful as she can be.          3 for £5.00 
 
  N. MOSCHATUS 
 This small daffodil grows in the wild in the Pyrenees – it is a true gem.  Also know as the Goose neck or the  
 Drooping white Spanish daffodil. A good strong grower for the rockery and garden.  3 for £5.00 
 
  N. WILLKOMMII 
 A most delightful jonquilla species. Slight and very dainty with 2 or 3 flowers on a thin stem. Does well in 
 alpine house, troughs and raised beds. Needs good drainage but water well when in flower.    
               3 for £5.00 
 
  N. POETICUS VAR. HELENICUS 
 Late flowering. A lovely little flower, this is a must for those who like poets.    Each £3.00 
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Collections  

These collections are the perfect way to begin your daffodil showing 

journey. We take the hassle and stress out of picking which ones to 

purchase and you get a lovely surprise when you receive one or both 

of our collections in the Autumn, at a well-reduced price. Also a lovely 

gift idea for that ‘hard-to-buy-for’ person. 

 

Beginner’s Exhibition Collection.  

Ten bulbs from divisions 1-4 & 11. One bulb of each variety. All 

with winning records.  

£40.00  
  

Pink Collection.  

Ten different pink varieties of our choice. One bulb of each.  

£ 40.00  

 

Intermediate Collection 

Ten intermediate bulbs from divisions 1-4 & 11. One bulb of 

each variety. All with winning records.  

£30.00  
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Deportment  27 

Desert Bells                      8 

Discreet                           23 

Disquiet                           12 

Diversity    35 

Doctor Hugh   27 

Dorneywood   14 

Downfield    29 

Drama Queen   35 

Duiker    32 

Editor    21 

Edgedin Gold    8 

El Disco   24 

Fashion Model                21 

Fairy Footsteps  10 

Fencourt Jewel  34 

Ferral   29 

Fine Trim                         19 

Finest Cut     5 

Firefighter    24 

Freedom Stars   10 

Garden Treasure           16 

Gatecrasher    12 

Glasnevin   23 

Gold Lake   35 

Gold Pipe   12 

Golden Goal                   16 

Golden Peak   12 

Good Faith   27 

Good Intentions            16 

Greek Surprise   29 

Green Topaz                     4     

Guy Wilson   23 

Happy Valley                  16 

Hillhead   35 

Hillview   31 

Hollowbridge  24 

Homestead   23 

Honeyorange   18 

Hope House   17 

Hope Springs                    4 

Hot Affair                        18 

Hot Circle     5 

Hot Lava    18 

Hulla Baloo   19 

Hyperbole    19 

Ice Dancer    23 

Ice Emerald   29 

Ice Storm                          4 

Iced Lemon    24 

Impeccable   16 

Indian Maid   34 

Intermediate collection 38 

Irish Trip    34 

Itsy Bitsy Splitsy      8 

Jammin   25 

Janet’s Gold   16 

Jodi    37 

June Lake    23 

Kantzeewai   17 

Kathy A    31 

Kenwell Centennial       16 

Kiwi Magic                      31 

Kiwi Sunset    29 

Korora Bay     14 

Ladies’ Choice    34 

Ladymeads   21 

Lakeland Fair   21 

Lapwing   31 

Laura Louise                     4 

Lauren    10 

Lemon Cocktail   12 

Lemon Pride  24 

Lemon Silk   32 

Lilac Charm                     32 

Little Alice    10 

Littlefield                         34 

Little Pout       5 

Little Sentry    8 

Longabaugh  24 

Index 
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Longitude    14 

Luminosity   16 

Lutana                             19 

Lyme Bay     12 

Mamma Mia  29 

Margaret’s Melody 19 

Marion Pearce               37 

Marine Corps  19 

Mary Lou   32 

Mary Poppins    8 

Mite                                   8 

Mizzen Head    35 

Montroig     23 

Muiranna     12 

Mullaghmore                    4 

N. assoanus                     37 

N. asturiensis                  37 

N. moschatus                  37 

N. willkommii                  37 

N. poet.  var helenicus  37 

Nanny Anne                    12 

Nantucket Red  24 

Narrative    21 

New Design  14 

Oh Wow   27 

Olly’s Medal   14 

Oregon Pioneer   17 

Pacific Rim    18 

Pandemonium               25 

Panorama Pink               27 

Pantaloon   10 

Paradigm                         29 

Paramour                        31 

Pequenita     8 

Petanca   31 

Picatou   25 

Pincambo                        14 

Picket Post    27 

Pink Collection  38 

Poetry in Motion           35 

Pooka    25 

Powerstock  19 

Pratincole   25 

Prime Target  14 

Priorsford   21 

Problem Child   10 

Queen’s Guard               14 

Red Rebellion     5 

Red Reed                         14 

Redlands Too                  18 

Regal Glow                      12 

Regular Guy  18 

Rimski    10 

Ring Flash   19 

Roadrunner  34 

Rocoza    17 

Rode Hoed                      18 

Rongoiti Gem  31 

Ruddy Duck                    18 

Ruddy Rascal   18 

Runkerry    10 

Sacre Coeur   23 

Saffron Strand   27 

Saint Louie Louie           32 

Sam and Hazel    5 

Savoir Faire   23 

Sheelagh Rowan   24 

Sheskin   21 

Shrimp Boat   37 

Signet Ring   27 

Signorina   10 

Silver Sabre                     24 

Silver Shadow                 25 

Simba   29 

Snipe      8 

Soft Focus    19 

Solera    10 

Soprano    21 

Spartan Gold   17 

Spin Doctor  27 

Spring Equinox    5 

Spring Sunset   17 

Stafford     8 

Suzie Dee    32 

Suzie’s Sister   32 

System Alert                   18 

Tangerine Tango   29 

Temba                             12 

Temple Cloud  31 

Terminator   18 

The Fighting Mick 27 

The Mount   21 

Tickled Pink   37 

Tracey    32 

Treasure Hunt   17 

Trentagh    27 

Tri-Elfin    31 

Trigonometry   37 

Tripartite                         37 

Tropicoss                          4 

Trumpet Song  12 

Twinkle Gold                  34 

Urchin    11 

Velocity   32 

Verdant Sparks     8 

Version                            21 

Video Kid    25 

Village Green   29 

Viva Diva   25 

Vivash    31 

Warm Day    11 

Warm Welcome   23 

Wee Cracker  11 

Wheatear    32 

Whipcord    34 

Whispering Pink  17 

Wild Rover                      14 

Wink o’ Green  34 

Woodstar                          8 

Wopollo     5 

Woround   16 

Yummy Mummy   21 

Zwynner    17 
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Esker Farm Daffodils 
38 Esker Road, Dromore, Omagh, 

Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland 
BT78 3LE 

Interactive 

@eskerfarmdaffs 

DT9909 Jodi 
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 Order Form 
38 Esker Road, Dromore, Omagh, BT78 3LE, N. Ireland 

Tel: (+44)28 82 898 398  Email: eskerfarmdaffs@gmail.com 
Please send to:  

Name:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Address:  ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Email Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Phone Number: …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

No.  of 
Bulbs 

Variety Cost per 
bulb 

Total price 

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

  
Total number of bulbs Total cost of Bulbs   

Postage and Packing:  _________ 

       

 Total payable:    _________ 

mailto:eskerfarmdaffs@gmail.com
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  General Information and Terms of Business 

This catalogue cancels all previous issues.  

ORDERS All bulbs are offered subject to crop and being unsold at time of receipt of order and 

payment. Specially selected substitutes will be sent in the event of varieties being unavailable, 

unless otherwise instructed. 

Orders should be received before the end of August and will be packed in the order received, 

and dispatched from the beginning of September.  

Orders and/or receipt of payment will not be acknowledged unless specially requested.  

All bulbs travel at purchaser’s risk, although you can pay additional insurance/signed for 

postage (contact us before processing your order, if this is the case).  

No complaint, as regard to quality of bulbs; size; health or numbers will be entertained,       

unless made immediately upon receipt of bulbs.  
 

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE The purchaser is responsible for informing Esker Farm Daffodils of any 

local entry requirements and procuring import permits where necessary.  

European Community Quality Plant Passport Number is UK/NI 8401. 
 

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS Although we take as much care as we can, we cannot guarantee 

that the colours in the photographs are totally accurate. Most are very close but some colours 

just don’t translate well onto paper! Growing conditions, soil ph. Location and season can also 

influence the colours. 

DAFFSEEK For more detailed information and photos on all blooms check out the A.D.S  

sponsored website www.daffseek.org and on our website www.eskerfarmdaffodils.com  
 

POSTAGE AND PACKING: Rates are based on dispatch by Royal Mail/Airmail or courier. 

PAYMENT Customers are asked to make payment with their order via Paypal or using their 

card details directly and securely on our website or by cheque, payable to J Hardy, if posting, 

or by bank transfer - Sort code: 090129 A/c no:07081864  

International IBAN: GB80ABBY09012907081864 
 

GRATIS BULBS Any bulbs gifted, by us to you, will be at our discretion and will be dependent 

on stock availability. We cannot guarantee that you will receive any/all bulbs that you  

specifically request. 

  UK and Ireland Europe (tracked) Rest of World (tracked) 

Up to 25 bulbs £8.00   £18.00  £30.00 

25 - 50 bulbs 
£15.00  £28.00  

£45.00 

50 – 100 bulbs £80.00 

100 + bulbs £25.00  £40.00  £120.00 

http://www.daffseek.org
http://www.eskerfarmdaffodils.com

